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BRAND
INTRODUCTION



Cohiba is the most sought after and 
considered the highest quality cigar in the 
world. It’s strong, potent flavor and specific 
hand-rolling technique make it unlike any 
other cigar brand. 

Cohiba’s history unlike that of other Cuban 
cigars which began in tobacco fields, 
began in the home of Fidel Castro, Cuban 
revolutionary and politician. A local cigar 
roller who personally rolled cigars for Castro 
and his personnel, caught Castro’s attention 
due to the cigar’s unfamiliar taste and 
impeccable quality. 

Cohiba cigars were initially produced and 
distributed only to elite government officials 
of Castro. However, in 1968, the brand was 
launched as a high-end, luxury cigar of higher 
quality in comparision to any other Cuban 
cigar brand. It was to only be distributed in 
Cuba and neighboring countries; United States 
excluded until 1978.

Cohiba luxury cigars were not sold in tobacco 
shops until 1982 which aids in its exclusivity. 
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BRAND ESSENCE BRAND PURPOSE BRAND VALUES

To give the consumer a taste of 
what a perfectly crafted cigar 
is supposed to taste and feel 
like.  Allow the experiencer to be 
overtaken by the potent taste and 
the perfection of the production 
to give the consumer a truly 
remarkable experience.

Cohiba exists to provide cigar 
aficionados as well as non-
aficionados with the highest 
quality Cuban cigar of all time. 
They seek to provide luxury, quality, 
and consistency within each 
hand-rolled cigar produced. The 
experience of smoking a Cohiba 
cigar is of utmost importance as 
it allows the smoker to transcend 
into a atmosphere of tranquility 
and luxury.

Luxury
Class

Status
Authenticity

Cuban pride
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THE GOLDEN AGE
Cuba’s economy began to immensely thrive due to trade with the 
United States.  By the 20th Century, Cuba was “owned” by the U.S., as 
America held a great deal of ownership in land, estate, goods, etc.

With the economy at an all time high, the 1940s to 1950s was Cuba’s 
prime and coined the term the Golden Age. It was the playground 
destination for socialites, drug lords, and mob bosses. From the 
elaborate colors found alongside the cobblestone streets, the 
vibrant music bouncing off the walls of casinos and clubs, to the 
swinging of eloquently ruffled dresses of beautiful, exotic women; 
Cuba was the escape sought after by many.

The Golden Age also earned the term “The Las Vegas of its Time” 
because it truly was a place where a fun, provocative, and somewhat 
shunned lifestyle was acceptable and praised. Nightclubs crawled 
with showgirls in elaborate dress, liqour, rhythmic music, and 
of course Cuban cigars. Cuba’s “Golden Age” is the inspiration 
for Cohiba’s commemorative cigar and cigar bar.  We strive to 
encompass the lively, bold, exotic, and provocative nature of 
Cuba’s history during this time.
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INSIGHTS



CATEGORY INSIGHTS:
COHIBA

Traditionally Cuban served for the 
elites. Cohiba was a trendsetter 
in the production of the product 
and is distinct in the parts of the 
tobacco plant and specific tobacco 
farmland used for rolling. Precise in 
hand rolling and production to give 
great taste and smell.

CATEGORY INSIGHTS:
GOLDEN AGE

A majestic experience if you 
were alive during this time. Gave 
people a sense of freedom that 
allowed them to do whatever 
they wanted. Incredibly alluring 
and tempting atmosphere that 
kept Cuba’s visitors wanting 
more.Goal was to experience 
everything they could possibly 
get their hands on. Dreamlike, 
the true destination you never 
wanted to leave.

CONSUMER INSIGHTS

Open-minded and ready to learn, 
experience and taste not only a 
superior Cuban cigar but also the 
culture of Cuba. Value perception, 
quality and social status. They 
enjoy relaxing and taking time 
for themselves. Different than 
the rest and stand out amongst 
others in a crowd. 
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CONSUMER
INSIGHTS

CATEGORY 
INSIGHTS

experience
authenticity

quality

- Cuba was the place to be for 
the elite and socialites; known as 
the “Las Vegas” of its time.
- Cohiba cigars are of the most 
elite and luxurious cigar brands 
in Cuba as well as now in the 
United States
- Cuban culture, its native people, 
and its Golden Age history make 
it exotic and risque place to 
travel and destination spot for 
the adventurous and curious

- Nightclubs crawled with women 
dressed in Cuban dress dancing 
the rumba, loud music and bands; 
the city was and is still very much 
alive luring tourists from all 
countries
- Consumer is an adventurer, 
traveler, seeker, and dares to live 
on the wild side; trying new things 
and experiencing new cultures.
-Travel to Cuba for the sense of 
affordable luxury and relaxation
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FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS

The more authentically hand 
rolled and treated cigar creates 
a higher emotional connection 
to the cigar and brand. The 
authentic and enriching taste and 
aroma ultimately connect the 
consumer to the brand. 

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS

Great for stress relief, calming 
in situations in which life can be 
overwhelming, relaxation of mental 
block, confusion and pain, easing of 
the soul. 
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TARGET 
AUDIENCE



MALE 26-54
Who are we talking to?
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“The WANNA-BE”

Everything in his life up to now has been handed to 
him. His parents just want their precious baby to be 
happy and happy to him has a high price tag. 
 
He has this picture of elitism in his mind and to him 
that man is smoking a cigar, however, not just any 
cigar. He wants to know all there is to know about 
cigars so he can brag to his friends. His motivation 
to smoke elite cigars is for status as he really doesn’t 
care much other than to impress his colleagues and 
buddies. He wants the appearance of looking like an 
aficionado without actually being one.
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chicago,illinois
COLE , 26

SINGLE &
MINGLING

BACHELOR’S 
DEGREE entry-
level business 
analyst.

$50k-year | 
$275k-trust 
fund

Cole is a twenty-six year old trust fund baby 
from Chicago. Also worked just enough to keep 
his parents happy but never too much that he 
got a little dirty. 

Traveling to Cuba has been at the top of his 
list since the embargo has been lifted. He 
wants to be the first of his social circle to go 
and experience the new culture. This will be 
the ultimate status symbol in his group and he 
wants to be the best. He also wants to learn 
a little bit more about cigars. His grandfather 
used to smoke cigars when he was a kid and he’s 
always attached this idea of elitism and class to 
cigars ever since. What better way to impress 
his friends then telling them all he knows about 

authentic cuban cigars?

EXPERIENCE

AUTHENTICITY

QUALITY

MEDIA USAGE



“The AFICIONADO”
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The one everyone looks up to. This guy has been 
smoking cigars since the 50’s and 60’s and knows 
everything there is to know about a good humidor. 
Over the years he has taken pride in his knowledge 
and now likes to share what he knows with others. 
 
He’s looking to go somewhere exotic that reminds 
him of the good times he used to have before 
settling down. Now that the embargo with Cuba has 
lifted, taking his knowledge of cigars and his lust 
for the good ol’ days, the “aficionado” is ready to 
experience the authenticity of Cuba in every sense of 
the word.



new york, new york
JACK , 54

MARRIED W/
CHILDREN

MASTERS OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
president of steel
company.

$380k | year

Jack is a 54-year old President of a steel company 
who is incredibly tech savvy and analytical. 
However, in his personal life he likes to go off the 
grid and relax the old fashioned way. Now that he 
is older and his children are all adults, he and his 
wife are seeking to travel more abundantly in their 
spare time.

He heard Cuba is still relatively preserved from the 
1950s and is eager to be explore the country where 
time has stood still. On top of that, Jack has his 
own cigar collection and began his fascination of 
the sport in his early 30’s. He wants to experience 

the authenticity of Cuban cigars for himself. 

EXPERIENCE

AUTHENTICITY

QUALITY

MEDIA USAGE



ORGANIZING
IDEA



“ DARE TO BE BOLD”
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Valiente translates to “be bold” in the Spanish language

Reminiscent look of the art deco movement prominent 
during Cuba’s Golden Age

Thinness and length of the letters compliments geometric 
elements also found within the typeface which in turn also 
gives the typeface a more sophisticated and elegant look

Sophistication and refinement mirrors the people that 
visited Cuba during the Golden Age
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BRAND NARRATIVE
Valiente seeks to embody the truest form of Cuba during its 
Golden Age, and at its core that embodiment is living boldly. 
“DARE TO BE BOLD” comes from the provocativeness of Cuba 
during the 1940’s and 50’s. It was during this time that people 
were exemplifying what it truly meant to be expressive. You 
can see that expression in almost every part of their culture, 
from the richness of the colors and costumes they wore, 
to the movement of the city as a whole. Cuba defined what 
it meant to be bold and became a leading destination for 
tourists and socialites all across the world.  Valiente aims 
to capture the essence of Cuba during this time period for 
our cigar bar and commemorative cigar to truly give the 
consumer a taste of what it meant to live boldly.
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BRAND VOICE
Valiente dares to provide a playful and lively 
atmosphere that contrasts the typical familiarity 
you associate with a standard cigar bar. 

Word associations: Confident yet Playful, 
Sophisticated but welcoming.
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BRAND PERSONA
There was always something a little different about 
Valiente. You cant really pin point whether its his 
colorful personality or his tempting charm, but 
there is a spark there that you can’t resist. After 
one taste, you are immediately enticed with him 
and cant wait for what sort of secrets unfold as 
you dive deeper into his mystery. No matter what 
kind of night you are having you always seem to 
end up with Valiente. You feel guilty, but the way he 
makes you feel is worth it.
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BRAND
TOOLKIT



Sugar and tobacco production were 
the main factors for Cuba’s rapidly 
growing economy. Without them 
becoming leading exporters in 
agricultural products, the country 
may not have ever blossomed into 
the dazzling  Cuba that we know. 
Therefore, we wanted to connect 
a piece of the history into this logo 
to really show the story of Cuba. 
This abstract flower represents not 
only the agricultural aspect of why 
Cuba was so successful but it also 
represents Cuba blooming into its 
new power of tremendous increase in 
tourism (somewhat new economy).

LOGO RATIONALE
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For this aspect of the logo we wanted 
to incorporate the provocativeness 
of the Cuban people. In research we 
found that in a uniquely Cuban mating 
ritual, the men and women would 
walk around a courtyard and perform 
acts that would tell whether or not 
they were interested in each other. 
For women, they would flutter their 
fans to show the men that they were 
interested. This type of boldness from 
the woman defies traditional courtship 
at the time and is considered 
progressive considerably progressive 
during this period. The fan represents 
the idea of feminine sexuality at a 
time when it was predominately male 
dominated around the world. 
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The Cuban showgirls were international 
celebrities and the design of their 
costumes and dresses were to be 
copied across the world for years to 
follow. Since they were the first, they 
were essentially breaking the mold 
for what it meant to entertain. These 
elaborate head dresses became a 
staple for their performances and you 
can see the variations and different 
intricacies at the various nightclubs 
across Havana. In this example we 
show one of the largest and most 
elaborate head dresses we found in our 
research. Its this type of presence and 
confidence we want to speak to with 
our logo design. 
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